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presentation
Unforgettable! It is really exciting to have completed my journey to Tibet ！

Even though I come from Hong Kong, I was treated as a foreigner in Tibet.  This had a direct impact on my journey. 
As I was a foreigner I was not allowed to go or stay in certain places. This was a big challenge for me, but I am still 
glad that to had chance to step into this mysterious country. This was a once in a lifetime experience. I am proud of 
myself for fullfilling this dream. 

I believe everyone has experienced the ebb and flow of life, and I have surely traveled numerous times in the 
trough. Each time I fall, I try harder to climb up again. I firmly believe that as long as we are alive, we can still 
continue to find a bright way out form the darkness. 

I work in the fashion industry in Paris. It has opened the gate of many experiences and an international network for 
my career. Unfortunately, the more you get, the more you want, and we call that《DESIRE》.  Luckily, by chance, I 
started meditating when I was 23 year old. It was amazing to discover vipassana, this action made me see clearly 
and understand myself more. But the most important thing is how vipassana guided me to enjoy living in this 
beautiful world and share the love as much as one can. If not, I could have been mislead by desire and mask what 
life is really about. 

I wish that everyone would be able to live a happy life. After this journey to Tibet, I am really thankful to have had 
the chance to share my experiences. I do not expect everyone to understand the meaning of all my poems. We all 
have different perspectives and experiences based on our past, but as long as they can be appreciated and evoke 
feelings in the reader, it is good enough for me. So, let's start your own journey with this book. 

Sincerely, Wallace 2018
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Keep walk on hot stone
Red wall tightyly oppression  

Wish to see grass once

Look up



Bling bling gown
a cover of the body

praiseful voice , criticism sound
also a cover of the body

Shell



Wheel turning means prayer
that is true sincerity! 

why expect result

Persistent



 She said it iceberg
I say mountain is dusty!

Different expect. 

Vision



Bulls blocked spacious road
But I can't crash them by car!

Let's meditation.

Patiently



Riding up to hill 
Rough and rainy muddy stairs ! 

both sides also hurt

Afflict



Shake brown dead branches
A happy leisurely walk

Less technology

No Video Games



Drop!
Cast a coin to forget all 

Forgetfulness!
Wow,it function from the wishing well.

Did I throw a coin before?
Drop !

Wishing Well



Wind blowing the prayer flags,
it keeps strengthening.

Exhausted, but I still have to blow.
No permission to stop 

this is my mission.

Mr. Wind



Flags waving her soft body, 
and hurry up to send out those blessings.

Givenness, but I still have to send. 
I can not swing without wind 

this is my mission

Miss prayer flags







Pure white cotton vest
simple, convenient, light. 

Difficult life process
complex, difficult, heavy.

Dress up waste of time!
Simple is fine. 

Fancy



Gold navao roof
Grand house has been much admired;

How about inside

Undercover



Set wide-angle lens
Enjoy extensive prairie 
 bird sound come up

Neglect



Fragrance of leaves
Mountain full of grass flavor

 Hard to take away

Smell memory



Pine shaded detours
Drive hurry on heaven road

May die before reach

Radical



Mountain stay over 
Cotton clouds will drift away?

Meet at least once

Cherish



Haughty snow Mountain
Projection on the pure lake

Quite hate this instinct 

Stop reflex



Clamber at the peak
Face to the higher mountain! 

Where is highest point?

Pursue



Fuchsia flowers bloom
Will live well till exhausted

Fade time is unclear

Blossom





Million pairs of eye 
Admire us from the windows? 

Don't amuse yourself 

No one



Blood red lid the hill
Pain spread in every corner

Invisible to us 

Too lucky



Monks go to the mall be monger to make more money
Surprised they survive no surveillance by subjecting

Monks also human beings.

Monks



Detached Log Cabins
hardly to Identify!
certainly different

Unique



Divulge mysterious!
Devotional environment, 
Do not think too abstract.

Missionary house



A Powerful weapon!
Will polishing when not in use;

smooth as buddha beads

A Powerful weapon!
Will Cleverly when use it;

light as red shawl

Wisdom



Underestimate?
Absolutely do not,

Overvalued!
Absolutely do not,

Especially when they group together!
Absolutely!

Unimaginable



Sunburn their silky skin
I did not expect to hurt you,

I rather to be friends with you!
I am suffering for a long time

Uncle sun



Hawks eat human skin 
Pick good people to heaven; 

How about the rest 

Bird burial



So who is the dead
Many people to support?
Someone you don't know

Supreme funeral



Already doomed
Have you really experienced life?

3 . 2 . 1
Cheese! smile like a skull.

Time up!



Feel freedom to breathe
Scorched taste a not popular!

Life is long fragrant

Cremation



Front of the gorgeous
Maintain a noble attitude

So! hungry

Behind the gorgeous
Exhausted after the beauty war!

So! hungry

Street Barbecue 
So hurry

Luxury Party









Narrow mountain road
Two truck stuck in the middle!

Step back and move on

Stuck



Only this long way
Hard road absolutely safe!
Ask the end time for......

Painful Direction



Pain just like water 
Cross the stone and dead branches 

Never be hindered

Flow



Rain and wind baptism
Grass grow again on the hill

To growth must be hone

Process





Scenery afar
Exquisite House and stupa

Get Yourself Closer 

To see



Dear , I Can help to buy food
But I can not afford to eat for you.

Poor stomach



Safe road quite long
However!

We're all driving the high-risk moto. 

Motorcycle







Majestic stupa
Never expect any tribute!
Still keep sent blessing

Alms





Those prayer walk as blood circulation through arteries, 
temple like a heart to keep beating forcefully. 

The importance of support

Relatively



Eminent monk do not care their position
Only follow the right direction

Art of living

Level



Hear the beat of water
Feel the silence of the paper
Watch the scar of the stones

Smell the smoke from the board
Taste the results of your hard work

Sense

















Bright road has been set
Have confidence to tread it!

All the time welcome 

Preparation



Face to lot of prayer wheel, dazzle lighting up!
keep choice until the sun go down, moon come up.

be careful! temple will end up! 
Meaning of pray do not mix up

Hurry up and pick it up! 

Aestheticism



Wish to be able to stay away from Desire 
Is that what they are praying? 

Feel hard when i seeking this answer
I guess it source of pain

Bitter sea



Money Money on the floor, 
Who Is the Master of them All?

Money



Pose like a supermodel,
smile like a uncle Mcdonald.

Modern life like a rascal destroy their soul.
Return to simple life like an ancient people

rich spiritual life become natural

Resistance



Age does not bother
Pray around outside temple;

The passion of life

99 years old



Let them say what they want to say
I keep the liability to myself it already enough.

Do not waste time to estimate,
those meaningless Gossip!

Whisper



we forget something on each day!
Just like brain degeneration

I can not guess what you still remember.
But just one things, promise me!

Do not forgot how to smile

Day after



What is she thinking?
What are we thinking?

We worry to have answer even we know,
however I do not know!

But! everyone know themself much better.

know



Pray from head to toe
Obstructive on the main road

Seem no one care about their goal
human blood sometime are very cold

Mercy



Disadvantages
it hosted in everyone

God can not be spared

Amplify





Tibetic languages made me feel annoying;
Becasue I don't understand. 

Tibetan peoples made me feel touching;
Even I don't understand

Love like a magic language

Languages





Bear the bum bag like gucci;
Tie the Headdress like tiffany;
No appreciation unfortunately;

Not like Paris is that fancy;
Who care Lhasa is a fashion city!

Vogue



Bestir! 
Will be safe and sound

Bestir! 
There must be a way

Bestir! 
Survival is the only key

Lost the key



Prayer give unconditional
No matter got the love and warm signal

They believe life is invaluable, incredible
and meaningful. 

Givenness



She say welcomed, 
 we still have room left.
She pretend friendly;
I am naive to believe.

Hello inn



Annoyance gains or losses?
a unconscionable cranky; 

when you care about

Calculate



Smile like a baby
They born this way from mommy

We should enjoy this happy as family

Spread



Still can see and feel. 
Write the postcard that you like

to someone can not. 

Thankful



Door of happiness
In front of you all the time!

Open and receive

Right







Sit down take a break!
When you feel tired on something

No one will scold you

Rest



I feel bad when people are sad,
I feel regret when someone is dead.
At least I am not a selfish rocket jet
only myself floating in space track. 

Rocket jet



Wrinkles are the witness of time,
link up to their deep story. 

Wrinkles are the signal of time, 
link up to our life strategy.

Wrinkle



Feel painful because holding the copper wheel for long 
time, learn how to put down.

Put down



Buddha beads and old wheel
We still have the chance to choose, 

always welcome when we have nothing on hand!  

Pick up









I am extraordinary!
Do not hesitate to say thousand time to the mirror;

even you're not. 

Subtle



If she will never accept this fact, 
it will be suffering all of her life. 

Princess wencheng marry to Tibet



Poor puppy!
can not wait to give a hug.

Poor human?

Poor



No chance to go back
Never get return ticket

life is one-way road

Only continue 



Tears like summer rain 
Dreaming undre the shelter

In my mother's arms

Invaluable roof



 Different from them
Fear of discrimination?
They are quite simple

Complex



To please the others
It Tired thing in the world

I would rather not

Pleasing



A monk gown hang on
It does not matter to you! 

Each has its own field

Interference



Monks learn more from monk's tutorial,
peacefully shout keep practice on floor.

Monks enhance the spirit dhamma to all

Mission





Hard rock jealous they can stick together and wish the 
wind and rain to polished into a brick;

 he want to become the member of the wall.
Hard wall jealous he so pretty and wish lightning and 

hail to break them all;
they want to become the stone on the floor.

Unfortunately, an earthquake destroyed them all

Satisfied 












